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There are many problematic tropical viral infections. Dengue virus infection is a common infection seen in several tropical
countries and causes many deaths each year. The clinical feature of dengue is acute febrile illness plus hemorrhagic complication[1].
There are also many atypical clinical presentation including gastroenterological and hepatic manifestations. Many dengue patients
have constipation and increased liver enzyme. The hepatitis is a common problem seen in dengue patient but it is usually forgotten[2].
When a practitioner deals with dengue, the hematological problem is usually focused. It is commonly that the other concurrent problem is overlooked. Focusing on hepatic dysfunction in dengue, it is not rare. Since the dengue patient usually has high fever, any
drug that can relief fever is usually used as self-medication by the patient. The use of aspirin is well-documented for its unwanted
effect in dengue patient. Hence, it is suggested to use acetaminophen or “paracetamol” that is a well-known over the counter drug
at present. However, paracetamol is not 100% safe for dengue patient. Since many dengue patients have liver dysfunction, using
paracetamol can be dangerous[3-5]. To manage dengue patient, concern on liver dysfunction is needed and information on possible
side effect of any antipyretic drug, including to acetaminophen, has to be given to the patient.
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